
Studying a Primary Source

This is the battle flag of 
the 1st Rhode Island 
Regiment - the Black 
Regiment.  It would 
have been used during 
the Battle of Rhode 
Island.


Use your “Primary 
Source Planner” to 
answer some 
questions about the 
flag.


Observe:  Take a few minutes to look at this flag.  Look it over carefully.  


What colors and symbols do you see?  Symbols are images that represent 
something else.


Reflect:  Why do you think these symbols colors were chosen for the flag?


Questions:  As you look at the flag, what questions do you have about it?




Studying a Primary Source



This is the battle flag 
of the 2nd Rhode 
Island Regiment. It 
would have been 
used during the Battle 
of Rhode Island. Later 
the the 1st and 2nd 
Regiments came 
together and this was 
the flag used for the 
Rhode Island 
Regiment.  Rhode 
Island used this flag 
as our state flag many 
years later.


Use your “Primary Source Planner” to answer some questions about the 
flag.


Observe:  Take a few minutes to look at this flag.  Look it over carefully.  


What colors and symbols do you see?  Symbols are images that represent 
something else.


Reflect:  Why do you think these symbols colors were chosen for the flag?


Question:  As you look at the flag, what questions do you have about it?


This is Rhode Island’s flag today.

Compare the Rhode Island 
Regiment flag and today’s state 
flag.  


What is alike in both flags?


What is different?




Studying a Primary Source

Gathering more information from secondary sources.  Primary and secondary sources can both 
help us understand.


The anchor design is an ancient emblem in Rhode Island. 

	 Rhode Island was a seafaring colony. 

	 The seal of the colony drawn by William Dyer in 1647 has an anchor. 

	 The “foul anchor” described is the ropes wrapped around the the anchor. 




One description notes that the white is the 
color of their uniforms.


Information comes from a book on Rhode 
Island Flags and Symbols by Chapin.


